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Abstract

Decisions concerning IT systems are often made without adequate decision-support. This has led

to unnecessary IT costs and failures to realize business benefits. The present thesis presents a

framework for analysis of four information systems properties relevant to IT decision-making.

The work is founded on enterprise architecture, a model-based IT and business management

discipline. Based on the existing ArchiMate framework, a new enterprise architecture framework

has been developed and implemented in a software tool. The framework supports modeling and

analysis of data accuracy, service performance, service availability and application usage.

To analyze data accuracy, data flows are modeled, the service availability analysis uses fault tree

analysis, the performance analysis employs queuing networks and the application usage analysis

combines the Technology Acceptance Model and Task-Technology Fit model.

The accuracy of the framework’s estimates was empirically tested. Data accuracy and service

performance were evaluated in studies at the same power utility. Service availability was tested in

multiple studies at banks and power utilities. Data was collected through interviews with system

development or maintenance staff. The application usage model was tested in the maintenance

management domain. Here, data was collected by means of a survey answered by 55 respondents

from three power utilities, one manufacturing company and one nuclear power plant.

The service availability studies provided estimates that were accurate within a few hours of

logged yearly downtime. The data accuracy estimate was correct within a percentage point when

compared to a sample of data objects. Deviations for four out of five service performance estimates

were within 15 % from measured values. The application usage analysis explained a high degree of

variation in application usage when applied to the maintenance management domain.

During the studies of data accuracy, service performance and service availability, records were

kept concerning the required modeling and analysis effort. The estimates were obtained with a total

effort of about 20 man-hours per estimate.

In summary the framework should be useful for IT decision-makers requiring fairly accurate,

but not too expensive, estimates of the four properties.

Keywords: Enterprise Architecture, Metamodeling, Decision-making, Data Accuracy, Service

Availability, Service Performance, Technology Acceptance Model, Task Technology Fit
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Sammanfattning

Beslut rörande IT fattas ofta med otillräckligt beslutsunderlag. Detta leder till onödigt höga IT-

kostnader och svårigheter att realisera IT-nyttor. Denna avhandling presenterar ett ramverk för ana-

lys av IT-systemegenskaper av intresse för IT-beslutsfattare.

Enterprise Architecture är en modellbaserad disciplin för IT- och verksamhetsutveckling och

utgör grunden för denna avhandling. Baserat på ramverket ArchiMate har ett nytt arkitekturramverk

utvecklats och implementerats i ett verktyg. Ramverket kan användas för att modellera och analysera

datakorrekthet, tjänstetillgänglighet, tjänsteprestanda och IT-systemanvändande.

För att utvärdera datakorrekthet modelleras dataflöden, tillgänglighetsanalysen använder sig av

felträdsanalys, prestandaanalysen baseras på köteori och systemanvändande på modellerna Techno-

logy Acceptance Model och Task-Technoloy Fit.

Tillförlitligheten i analysresultaten har testats empiriskt. Resultaten avseende datakorrekthet och

tjänsteprestanda testades i studier på samma elbolag, tjänstetillgänglighet undersöktes i flera studier

på elbolag och banker. I dessa fall samlades data in genom intervjuer med utvecklings- eller under-

hållspersonal. Systemanvändande testades inom domänen underhållsstyrning genom en enkät med

55 respondenter från tre elbolag, ett tillverkningsföretag och ett kärnkraftverk.

Uppskattningarna av tjänstetillgänglighet var korrekta sånär som ett fåtal timmars nertid på års-

basis, datakorrekthetsuppskattningen var mindre än en procent från det mätta värdet. Fyra av fem

tjänsteprestandaupps5kattningar var inom 15% från uppmätta värden. Analysen av systemanvän-

dande kunde användas för att förklara en stor del av variationen av systemanvändande i underhålls-

styrningsområdet.

I studierna avseende datakorrekthet, tjänstetillgänglighet och tjänsteprestanda undersöktes också

kostnaderna för att genomföra analyserna. Totalt krävdes det ungefär 20 timmar per uppskattning.

Sammanfattningsvis bör ramverket vara användbart för praktiker som behöver relativt korrekta,

men inte alltför dyra, uppskattningar av de fyra egenskaperna.

Nyckelord: arkitektur, metamodellerande, beslutsfattande, datakvalitet, tillgänglighet, prestanda,

systemanvändande
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Outline of Thesis

This is a cumulative thesis comprising two parts. The first part contains this introduction describing

and summarizing the second part which contains the research articles that constitute the core of

the thesis. The introduction includes the background of the presented work, the research purpose

addressed in this thesis, an account of the research design, a summary of the main results, related

works and finally discussion and conclusion. The five papers (Paper A to Paper E) in part two in

this thesis describe the details of the research and results. The papers have either been published in

(A,D), accepted by (B) or accepted with minor revisions by (C,E) academic journals.

1.2 Background

Several studies have shown that the use of Information Technology (IT) is pervasive in today’s

business and significantly impacts business operations. For instance, Brynolfsson and Hitt [1] found

that capital IT expenditure made a substantial contribution to firm output. Melville et al. conducted a

major literature review and concluded that there was evidence of IT having a considerable business

impact [2]. Looking at a specific business domain of some relevance to this thesis, Pintelon et

al. [3] found that effective IT usage is a pre-requisite to implement and maintain an effective plant

maintenance strategy.

Meanwhile, many observations suggest that IT-investments often fail to generate improvements

in business productivity and performance [4]. Furthermore, there is a wealth of reports of major IT

project failures [5] and many accounts of IT projects delivered late or over budget [6].

Delone and McLean’s model for information system success posits that the higher the system

quality, service quality and information quality, the more users will be satisfied, use the systems and

achieve greater net benefits [7]. That IT system qualities has an impact on organizational perfor-

mance was also noted in the study by Gorla et al. [8]. Thus, measuring and assessing system quality

before embarking on major changes in the IT landscape can be a way of ensuring that business

benefits are realized and that IT-spending is targeted towards successful projects [9].

System or software quality can be defined in many ways. The ISO 9126-1 standard [10], now

superseded by the ISO 25010 [11], defines a software quality model consisting of the attributes

functionality, reliability, usability, efficiency, maintainability and portability. These attributes com-

prise sub-attributes, for instance functionality is made up of suitability, accuracy, interoperability,

security and functional compliance. This thesis focuses on a subset of these attributes: service

availability, service performance (here interpreted as service response time), data accuracy and ap-

plication usage.

3



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

IT service availability is crucial to ensure continuous business operations [12] and as such rated

very highly by IT system executives [13]. Not only are the direct costs of unavailable IT systems

high [14], but IT incidents disrupting business operations also have an adverse impact on the market

value of publicly traded companies [15]. Service response time is one important system attribute

which, when degraded, impairs user experience [16] implying the need for good service response

time management [17, 18]. Information quality has a substantial effect on organizational perfor-

mance [7,19]. Data accuracy is one important dimension of information and data quality; poor data

accuracy impairs organizational decision-making, drives cost of operations and reduces customer

satisfaction [20]. Application usage is a key concern in evaluating application portfolios, low ap-

plication usage is often associated with poor user and organization performance [7, 21, 22] and can

often be traced to poor usability of the applications [23].

The practice of assessing and monitoring these and other quality attributes has traditionally

been quite immature [24]. Companies that have undertaken the effort often relied on custom-made

questionnaires, monitoring equipment or other tools. In software engineering, there are methods

available to analyze quality attributes in the design phase using software architecture analysis [25–

27]. Software architecture often determines the quality attributes of the software and architecture
analysis thus provides interesting insight into how the software will behave once in operation.

Software architecture analysis is, however, mostly limited to depicting single applications or

components within single applications, making it an ill-suited tool for organizations with an appli-

cation and technology landscape spanning hundreds if not thousands of applications and technology

components.

Furthermore, to prevent IT system quality management from becoming fragmented and reliant

on multiple stovepipe solutions, it would be beneficial to integrate system quality management

into existing management practices which span cross-functional boundaries as suggested in Total

Quality Management literature [28].

One management discipline that has received a great deal of attention lately is Enterprise Archi-

tecture (EA), which is a holistic IT and business management approach. EA relies on the use of ar-

chitectural models depicting both business, IT applications, IT infrastructure and their interrelations

in an integrated model [29]. Many consider John Zachman’s article A Framework for Information

Systems Architecture [30] to be the starting point of EA. Since then, many authors have contributed

to the field, for instance in EA books such as [31–44], in doctoral theses such as [45–53], in arti-

cles such as [29, 54–89], with frameworks such as DoDAF [90], EAF2 [91], E2AF [92], FEA [93],

GERAM [94], IAF [95], MoDAF [96], NAF [97], TOGAF [98], ArchiMate [99] and with tools such

as Adaptive Enterprise Architecture Manager [100], ADOit [101], ARIS [102,103], EAT [104,105],

EA/Studio [106], planningIT [107], System Architect [108], Troux [109] or ABACUS [110]. The

adoption of these tools and frameworks have been beneficial in achieving more business-IT align-

ment, higher operational efficiencies and lower IT costs [31, 111–114].

There are many uses of EA models, they could be used for (i) documentation, (ii) design and

(iii) analysis [54]. EA documentation and analysis possess no intrinsic value in themselves, but can

be instrumental in providing good decision-support to decision makers in IT related domains [32].

However, very few of these frameworks offer support for EA analysis [115]. This thesis presents an

EA framework designed to make integrated EA analysis of several system properties possible.

A complicating factor in providing decision support is that decisions rarely are made under

conditions of absolute certainty. Uncertainty is caused partly by ignorance concerning the laws that

govern the particular domain of interest, for instance how the use of intrusion detection software

will impact the confidentiality of a data asset. Uncertainty may also be the result of not having all

facts available, for instance not knowing whether there is in fact any intrusion detection software

installed. Thus, in order for EA analysis to be useful in the sense aiding decision-making, there is a

need to cope with uncertainties [32, 115].
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Another chief concern with regard to the practical applicability of EA analysis is that practition-

ers are not willing to spend too many resources doing EA modeling and analysis [116, 117]. Thus,

an EA analysis method must be resource-efficient to be considered a viable option for practitioners.

1.3 Research Goal

The purpose of this thesis is to develop an EA modeling and analysis framework. The framework

method should support modeling and quantitative analysis of the properties service availability,

service response time, data accuracy and application usage. In addition to the modeling and analysis,

the thesis will also outline a method for how to collect the data needed for the analysis. Three

important constraints on the method and the framework are that it needs to be able to accommodate

uncertain input data, it should not be prohibitively expensive to use and it should be integrated in

the sense that the modeling language constructs should be possible to re-use for analysis of all four

properties.

In order to accomplish this and to make sure that the overall EA framework is sound, a number

of actions had to be taken. Firstly, individual analysis frameworks were created for the four re-

spective properties, secondly these frameworks were tested empirically to investigate whether they

were practically applicable and accurate, thirdly these metamodels were integrated into one single

metamodel which, fourthly, was implemented in a software tool.





Chapter 2

Research Design

This section will discuss the overall research design of the work presented in papers A-E using a

design science perspective.

Design science originated with Simon’s “Sciences of the Artificial” [118] and concerns the sys-

tematic and formalized creation of design artifacts to fulfill certain goals [119,120]. By concerning

itself with the construction of artifacts, design science differs from the more traditional sciences

which deal with theories of how and why things are [119, 120, 120–123]. Since this thesis’ main

contribution is a framework for modeling and analyzing system properties implemented in a soft-

ware tool, it can be considered an IT artifact [121]. IT artifacts are, in Gregor’s terminology [119],

theories for “design and action”. The remainder of this section will elaborate on the research design

of this thesis through the lens of eight criteria [119] concerning what constitutes such a theory:

1. Purpose and scope - what purpose(s) does the theory fill and what are the limit(s) to its use?

2. Constructs - which are the basic constructs involved in employing the theory?

3. Justificatory knowledge - How do you justify stating that the theory works?

4. Principles of form and function - How does the artifact behave?

5. Artifact mutability - how does the artifact vary with its environment?

6. Testable propositions - which are the theory’s testable propositions?

7. Principles of implementation - Which are the principles of implementations for practitioners?

8. Expository instantiation - Is there an instantiation to further understanding of the artifact?

In Tab. 2.1 the content of papers A-E have been described using the eight criteria.

2.1 Purpose and scope

The purpose of the EA framework presented here can be summarized in a number of ‘meta re-

quirements’ as Walls et al. [123] phrases it. The artifact aids modeling of enterprise architectures

comprising both information systems as well as parts of the business environment so as to make

the models amenable to analysis. The purpose of this is to be able to use EA analysis to provide

decision-makers with high quality decision support. Papers A through D are concerned with de-

veloping and testing a modeling frameworks and methods for analysis of data accuracy (paper A),

service availability (paper B), service response time (paper C) and application usage (paper D).

7
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An important requirement on the framework was that it should be integrated, and the purpose of

paper E was thus to integrate the four previous metamodels into one.

Another meta-requirement is that the modeling and analysis framework should be resource-

efficient to use also for organizations lacking automated software solutions for e.g. availability

monitoring. This has led to the use of data collection methods based on surveys and interviews, and

in particular in papers A-C it has been demonstrated that the modeling and analysis can be done

in a resource-efficient manner. Finally, the analysis engine should be able to take various kinds of

uncertainty into account.

2.2 Constructs

This section will elaborate on the modeling and analysis constructs employed in the thesis, starting

with ArchiMate, a number of formalisms and finally some reference models employed for domain-

specific modeling.

ArchiMate

All papers partially use constructs from the EA language ArchiMate [99]. ArchiMate is a mature,

open and general-purpose EA framework the use of which is increasing. The original version of

ArchiMate did not suffice to support the modeling required for the analysis and a number of classes

and attributes were therefore added to the metamodel. The original ArchiMate metamodel can be

found in Fig. 2.2.

Application
Service

Infrastructure
Service

Business
Service

Business
Interface

Application
Interface

Infrastructure
Interface

Application
Function

Data Object

Business object Business
process/
function

Communication
path

Network

Node

DeviceSystem Software

Artifact

Business role Business
Actor

Business
Collaboration

Product

Represen-
tation

Contract

Event

Value

Application
Component

Business layer
Application layer

Application layer
Technology layer

Meaning

Application
Collaboration

Association

Aggregation

Composition

Specialisation

Realization

Assignment

Use

Access

Triggering
Flow

Junction

Network

Communication Path

ArchiMate Relations

Application layer

Business layer

Application layer

Technology layer

Active structureBehaviour StructurePassive structure

Figure 2.2: The original ArchiMate metamodel [99].
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The original ArchiMate metamodel contains active structure elements, passive structure ele-

ments and behavioral structure elements. Behavioral elements describe dynamic behavior. This

behavior isperformed by either IT systems or human beings and these are modeled as active struc-

ture elements. The passive structure describes the results of the behavior by modeling for instance

data objects or documents. ArchiMate differentiates between internal behavior elements, which

are directly linked to active structure elements, and external behavior elements i.e. different kinds

of sevices, which represent the behavior as seen by the users. The passive structure elements de-

scribe what is accomplished as a consequence of the behaviour. Examples of behaviour concepts

are BusinessProcesses or ApplicationServices, active structure components can be App-
licationComponent or Roles and examples of passive structure elements are DataObjects.

Formalisms

ArchiMate does not contain any mechanisms for analysis, therefore its constructs were formalized

so as to integrate the architecture analysis with the modeling. In order to reason about uncertain-

ties, the formalisms were probabilistic. In papers A and B the Probabilistic Relational Modeling

(PRM) [124] formalism was employed and papers C and D used the Hybrid Probabilistic Relational

Modeling (HPRM) formalism [125]. The differences between these formalisms lie in the ability

to use continuous variables. Regular PRMs perform the analysis using discrete variables; each

attribute in the diagrams is a node in a regular Bayesian network [126] whereas HPRMs employ

hybrid Bayesian networks [127] which can use both continuous and discrete nodes in the networks.

Hybrid probabilistic Relational Models

The Hybrid Probabilistic Relational Model (HPRM) formalism allows integrated and modeling and

probabilistic analysis of complex phenomena through the merger of entity relation models with

Hybrid Bayesian networks [125]. The HPRM formalism is an extension of the Probabilistic Rela-

tional Model (PRM) formalism [124], which has been employed for enterprise architecture analysis

previously [45, 128].

An architecture metamodel M describes a set of classes, X = X1, . . . ,Xn. Each class is associ-

ated with a set of descriptive attributes A (X). Attribute A of class X is denoted X .A and its domain

of values is denoted V (X .A). Each class also has a set of reference slots (relationships). The set of

reference slots of a class X is denoted R(X). X .ρ is used to denote the reference slot ρ of class X .

For example, the class Car may have the attribute Car.Price and a reference slot Car.IsPowered
which range is the class Motor and domain is the class Car. Each reference slot ρ is typed with the

domain type Dom[ρ] = Xi and the range type Range[ρ] = Xj, where Xi;Xj ∈ X . A slot ρ denotes a

function from Xi to Xj, and its inverse ρ−1 denotes a function from Xj to Xi.

A probabilistic relational model Π specifies a probability distribution over all instantiations I
of the metamodel M . This probability distribution is specified in terms of a Hybrid Bayesian

network [127] which are formed by a qualitative dependency structure and associated quantitative

parameters.

The qualitative dependency structure is defined by associating with each attribute X .A a set

of parents Pa(X .A) through so called attribute relations. Each parent of X .A is defined as X .τ.B
where B ∈ A (X .τ) and τ is either empty, a single reference slot ρ or a sequence of reference

slots ρ1, . . . ,ρk (called a slot chain) such that for all i, Range[ρi] = Dom[ρi+1]. For instance, the

attribute Car.Price could be affected by the attribute Motor.Size through the attribute relation

IsPowered.Motor. Considering the quantitative dependency, each attribute of the HPRM is seen

as a node in a Hybrid Bayesian Network and thus has a probability distribution which is conditioned

on that of its parents. This is expressed in Hybrid Conditional Probability Tables (HCPT) defined

as follows [129]
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Definition 1. For every attribute A(X), its parents Pa(X) are divided into two disjoint sets: dis-

crete parents DPa(A(X)) and continuous parents CPa(A(X)). Then, its HCPT P(A(X) j|Pa(A(X)))
is a table indexed by its discrete parents DPa(A(X)) and with each entry representing one of the

following conditional relations:

1. If A(X) is a discrete variable with only discrete parents, a discrete probability distribution;

2. If A(X) is a discrete variable with continuous parents, a discrete probability distribution de-

pendent on CPa(A(X));

3. If A(X) is a continuous and deterministic variable, a deterministic equation dependent on

CPa(A(X)).

4. If A(X) is a continuous and stochastic variable, a deterministic equation dependent on CPa(A(X))
plus a noise term having an arbitrary continuous probability distribution with parameters de-

pendent on CPa(A(X)) as well.

PRMs are a subset of HPRMs in the sense that they are confined to case 1 above.

Although the HPRMs overcome the limitations of PRMs, they come with a number of draw-

backs (i) intractability of inferrence – when dealing with hybrid Bayesian networks equations the

modeller may encounter difficulties in performing accurate inferrence [130] which almost always

necessitates approximate reasoning, and (ii) no way of querying models for structural information –

the PRMs are strictly limited to reasoning about object attributes. To overcome these drawbacks, the

framework has been re-implemented in the more expressive formalism known as the p-OCL, short

for probabilistic Object Constraint Language [131], which extends OCL [132] with probabilistic

reasoning. p-OCL was employed in paper E.

p-OCL

The Object Constraint Language (OCL) is a formal language typically used to describe constraints

on UML models [132]. These expressions typically specify invariant conditions that must hold for

the system being modeled, pre- and post conditions on operations and methods, or queries over

objects described in a model.

The probabilistic Object Constraint Language is an extension of OCL for probabilistic assess-

ment and prediction of system qualities, first introduced in [131]. The main feature of p-OCL is its

ability to express uncertainties of objects, relations and attributes in the UML-models and perform

probabilistic assessments incorporating these uncertainties [131].

A typical usage of p-OCL would thus be to create a model for predicting, e.g., the availability

of a certain type of application. Assume the simple case where the availability of the application

is solely dependent on the availability of the redundant servers executing the application; a p-OCL

expression might look like this,

c o n t e x t A p p l i c a t i o n :
a t t r i b u t e a v a i l a b l e : Boolean =
s e l f . s e r v e r −> e x i s t s ( s : S e r v e r | s . a v a i l a b l e )

The expression is not only a valid p-OCL expression, but also a valid OCL expression. The first

line defines the context of the expression, namely the application. In the second line, the attribute

available is defined as a function of the availability of the servers that execute it. In the example,

it is sufficient that there exists one available server for the application to be available.

Unlike regular OCL, p-OCL introduces two kinds of uncertainty. Firstly, attributes may be

stochastic. When attributes are instantiated, their values are thus expressed as probability distribu-

tions. For instance, the probability distribution of the instance myServer.available might be

P ( myServer . a v a i l a b l e ) =0 .99
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The probability that a myServer instance is available is thus 99%. For a normally distributed

attribute operatingCost of the type Real with a mean value of $ 3 500 and a standard deviation of

$ 200, the declaration would look like this,

P ( myServer . o p e r a t i n g C o s t ) =Normal ( 3 5 0 0 , 2 0 0 )

Secondly, the existence of objects and relationships may be uncertain. It may, for instance, be

the case that we no longer know whether a specific server is still in service or whether it has been

retired. This is a case of object existence uncertainty.

Such uncertainty is specified using an existence attribute E that is mandatory for all classes,

where the probability distribution of the instance myServer.E might be

P ( myServer . E ) =0 .8

We may also be uncertain of whether myServer is still in the cluster servicing a specific ap-

plication, i.e. whether there is a connection between the server and the application. Similarly, this

relationship uncertainty is specified with an existence attribute E on the relationships.

The EAAT tool described in [133] implements PRMs, HPRMs and p-OCL and was conse-

quently for modeling and analysis as described in papers B, C and E of this paper.

Reference models

In paper D a third kind of construct was used: reference models for task and functionality descrip-

tions within the maintenance management domain. Reference models are general and re-usable

models for a certain domain, for instance describing process workflows for certain industries, such

as the SAP business map for the media industry [134] or the ARTS data models for the retail indus-

try [135]. The reference models in this particular case are based on the IEC 61968-1 standard [136]

which includes a functional model for distribution management companies, including functional

descriptions of the domain of maintenance management. Using the so called Enterprise Contin-

uum from the framework TOGAF [137], one could characterize the reference models of this thesis

as a kind of "common-systems architectures" in the sense describing architecture common for all

applications in the domain of maintenance management.

2.3 Justificatory knowledge – kernel theories

The metamodels are all based on sound and previously published ‘kernel theories’ [123].

Data Accuracy

The metamodel in paper A depicting data accuracy takes its starting point a mixture of theories

about internal control [138] and data flow modeling [139]. Ballou [139] modeled data flow and

showed how data accuracy deteriorated due to various manipulations and Cushing [138] introduced

the notion of improvements as well as deteriorations of data accuracy.

Service Availability

The metamodel for service availability analysis in paper B uses Fault Tree Analysis as its kernel

theory [140]. Fault trees are built by modeling system components relations to a top event through

various combinations of components and logical gates, typically AND, OR and k− out − o f − n.

This provides the modeler with an estimate of likely system availability or reliability.
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Service Response Time

The metamodel for service response time analysis in paper C uses queueing networks as its kernel

theory [141]. The work by [142–145] showed one way of introducing queueing models in an inte-

grated architecture modeling context spanning the business, application and infrastructure domain.

This approach constitutes the kernel theory for the response time viewpoint.

Application usage

The metamodel for service application usage analysis in paper D employs the Technology Accep-

tance Model (TAM) [146] and task-technology fit model [147] in combination in a manner similar

to Dishaw and Strong [148].

The TAM model posits that the usage of information systems can be explained by two variables;

the Perceived Usefulness (PU) and the Perceived Ease of Use (PEoU) of the information system

[146]. TTF is built on the idea that if the users perceive a information systems to have characteristics

(functionality) that fit their work tasks, they are more likely to use the technology and perform their

work tasks better. Dishaw and Strong [147] defined task-technology fit as ”the matching of the
functional capability of available software with the activity demands of the task”,

The three first kernel theories are design science artifacts in themselves and as such employed

by practitioners in various engineering domains. The TAM and TTF models on the other hand are

products from the behavioral science branch of information systems research. All of these kernel

theories have been employed extensively previously and thus provide secure theoretical underpin-

nings for their respective metamodel.

2.4 Principles of form and function

The principles of form and function of the metamodels have been described in the form of PRMs

and HPRMs in papers A-D, and as p-OCL statements in paper E.

2.5 Artifact mutability

The EA framework needs to be adapted to fit its environment. This is particularly so for the ap-

plication usage metamodel (paper E) which requires functional and process descriptions to fit the

application domain. For service response time (paper C) it is possible to expand the viewpoint to

also encompass business services. The response time calculations are contingent upon assumptions

made about arrival rate and service time distributions (Poisson and exponential respectively); under

other assumptions other queuing models would apply. The availability equations (paper B) hold

under the assumptions of exponential failure rates and it is conceivable that other distributions, for

instance the log normal, should be used in some situations. The data modeling in paper A should be

able to accommodate more or less complex data models.

2.6 Testable propositions

The testable propositions associated with the present artifact are heuristic in Gregor’s terminology,

i.e. on the form "If you want to achieve Y in situation Z, then something like action X will help"

[119]. Papers A to D contain testable propositions of the form, "is it possible to yield accurate

acccuracy/availability/response time/application usage predictions using viewpoint X and input data

collection method Y", where X is one of the four properties and Y is either interviews or surveys.

The kernel theories are not tested per se since these are well-known and validated methods in their
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own rights, rather the tests concern the use of these theories in conjunction with architecture models

and the specific data collection methods.

In paper A, a study was performed at a Swedish power company. The objective of the study was

to test whether it was possible to use a specific metamodel with a specific analysis engine imple-

mented in a PRM to model and analyze how data accuracy deteriorates across a business process.

Input data for both the qualitative and quantitative modeling was elicited through interviews. The

accuracy of the output data set was estimated to 94.905%. When sampling 37 data objects from the

same data set, the accuracy was determined to be 94.6 %, a rather small difference suggesting that

the metamodel yields fairly good estimates. Input data for both qualitative and quantitative mod-

eling was collected through interviews which was rather fast when compared with the sampling of

the data objects. Sampling took (17 man-hours), while the modeling approach consumed (11 hours)

which indicates that the method is resource-efficient to use.

In paper B, the metamodel was tested in seven studies at banks, a major software vendor and

a power company with respect to the metamodel’s ability to model and analyze service availability

accurately. Furthermore, to investigate the feasibility of the approach, the time spent modeling and

analyzing was recorded in each case. Input data was elicited through interviews. In five out of the

seven cases it was possible to compare the assessments with accurate log file data. The difference

in yearly downtimes between the assessed values and the log data was no more than a few hours of

down time per year. Each study required less than twenty man-hours to perform. For the purpose of

wishing to obtain good decision support, this indicates that the suggested method yields sufficiently

accurate availability estimates.

In paper C, a study was conducted at a Swedish power company where a total of five application

services were evaluated using a metamodel. Input data came from interviews with system experts

and a survey with application users to determine workload. The results of these evaluations were

compared with measurements of the response times of said application services. The differences

were within 15% for four out of five services, the fifth being 36% off. Using the modeling approach

consumed a third of the time it took to measure the same values using the measurement approach

which leads us to believe that it is a resource-efficient and fairly accurate method.

In paper D, there were two testable propositions: (i) did the reference models accurately depict

the domain of maintenance management? and (ii) was it possible to use them in conjunction with

a metamodel to predict application usage? To test that the reference models adequately depicted

the domain, around ten interviews with maintenance management practitioners were performed.

The respondents came from both industry companies and vendors of computerized maintenance

management systems. The respondents helped shape the models into what they believed would be

a good representation of the domain. As for testing the model’s ability to predict application usage,

a survey was performed in which 79 respondents participated and of which 55 answers were useful.

The reference models together with a metamodel tailored for application usage predictions were

able to account for large variations in application usage.

With the exception of the studies in Paper D, all studies involved applying a method in a realistic

setting. Specifically, the researchers were the ones applying the method. Such studies may be

labeled action research studies [149], rather than case studies [150], in which researchers do not

become part of the unit of analysis in the same manner. The combination of design science and

action research is not a new suggestion [151], but [152] argue that design science and action research

have different goals ("discovery-through-design" vs. "discovery-throguh-action") and are therefore

disjunct entities. Without going into too much detail, suffice it to say that it should be possible to

use an action research study to test a design artifact.

As for the overall framework presented in paper E, the testable proposition is ‘is it possible to

integrate the four metamodels into one integrated metamodel and still retain the analysis capabilities

of the individual metamodels?’. The framework was integrated and successfully implemented in
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the tool EAAT. When testing the framework it yields correct predictions according to the original

metamodels and is consistent. Based on this it is possible to deduce that the integration succeeded.

2.7 Principles of implementation

Paper A-D provide descriptions of how the metamodels were tested in case studies and this should

illuminate how to practically use the metamodels. In paper E, a summary of the method guidelines

is provided for extra guidance. Since paper E also describes a tool implementation (which can be

downloaded 1), this will further aid practitioners in using the framework.

2.8 Expository instantiation

Each paper contains an expository instantiation to better communicate how the models work. In

papers A-D the examples were based on real cases, whereas paper E shows an example model of a

fictitious scenario.

2.9 Work Progress

The content of the present thesis is the result of an iterative process lasting more than five years.

Apart from documenting the work in this introduction and in papers A through E, the progress of

the research is reflected in some of Publications I through XXX. Publications V, XIX, XX, XXVII,

XXVIII, XXIX all depict a major research project producing a method for system quality analysis.

The method covers many of the properties of the present thesis, but was not model-based, which

made it difficult to integrate analysis with EA practice and leverage existing architecture content.

Publication XVII presents an early attempt at integrating system quality analysis, as outlined in Pub-

lication XXVI and using a formalism known as Extended Influence Diagrams, which was presented

in Publications XXIII, XXIV, XVIII, XXX. The framework presented in Publication XVII proved

difficult to match with most EA frameworks. It was therefore decided that rather than using the

system quality analysis theories as a starting point for the development of architecture framework it

would be better to use an existing architecture framework as a foundation. The result was presented

in Publication XVI, in which system quality analysis was integrated with the ArchiMate framework.

Using this approach led to Publication VII, which was the basis for Paper A of this thesis.

The Probabilistic Relational Model (PRM) formalism which is used for the analysis in Publica-

tion VII proved cumbersome when confronted with having to integrate simple continuous equations.

Publication II improves upon the PRM formalism and introduces the Hybrid Probabilistic Relational

Model formalism, which is employed in Papers C and D of this thesis.

The reference models of Paper D depict the maintenance management domain and this was

partly based on work made presented by the author in Publications XXVII, XXVIII and XXIX.

The five papers of this thesis were written more or less sequentially with one paper per property

(A-D) and one paper to integrate the work (E).

1please go to http://www.kth.se/ees/omskolan/organisation/avdelningar/ics/research/eat/
downloads-1.46631





Chapter 3

Results

This chapter summarizes the results, starting with the overall framework, and proceeding to detail

the four viewpoints.

3.1 The framework

The result of this thesis is a framework comprising of a metamodel with four viewpoints. This

framework is presented in its entirety in paper E and is the synthesis of the metamodels presented

in papers A-D.

According to the ISO/IEC 42010 standard [153] viewpoints define reusable metamodel excerpts

with which views, i.e. architecture models conforming to a certain viewpoint, can be generated.

The viewpoints are tailored to support concerns of importance to stakeholders. Below, the overall

metamodel is superficially described followed by short expositions of the four viewpoints.

The passive structure elements of the metamodel are called DataSet and RepresentationSet
and are slight alterations of the original ArchiMate DataObjects and Representations. The

modification consists in defining DataSet and Representation Set as sets comprising multiple

DataObjects or Representations. These are used for the Data Accuracy viewpoint.

The internal active structure elements consist of BusinessProcesses, ApplicationFunc-
tions and InfrastructureFunctions. These interface with the external services through a

number of placeholder classes which are not found in the original ArchiMate language, Realize
and Use which allow the modeler to set attribute values on relations for the service response time

viewpoint, and Gate_Use and Gate_Realize which are logical gates depicting how availabil-

ity flows through the architecture in the availability viewpoint. The GateToGate_Realize and

GateToGate_Use classes are used as containers for intermediate attributes when multiple gates are

connected which is important in the service availability and the response time viewpoints.

The external services of the metamodel are ApplicationService and Infrastructure-
Service. ApplicationServices and BusinessProcesses have a special relation as shown

in the Process-ServiceAssociation class which is used in the Application Usage viewpoint.

The active structure elements of the metamodel are represented as Roles, ApplicationCom-
ponents and Nodes. Roles interface with ApplicationComponents through the RoleCom-
ponentAssociation class for the Application Usage viewpoint. Furthermore, there is a class

between the ProcessServiceAssociation class and the ApplicationComponent class which

is called UsageRelation. This is also used in the Application Usage viewpoint.

The next Section outlines how the metamodel may be used, viewpoint by viewpoint.
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Figure 3.1: The metamodel on which the viewpoints are based. The white attributes show the output

attributes, and the grey denote the input attributes; those that need to be set by the users. The grey

boxes represent classes which have been added to the original ArchiMate metamodel.

3.2 The Data Accuracy Viewpoint

Concerns and stakeholders

Using this viewpoint makes it possible to estimate the accuracy of data sets within the organization.

It is also possible to determine which applications or business process that introduce errors into the

data sets.

Example of stakeholders may be data custodians, i.e. those in charge of maintaining data quality,

but also end users wishing to know the quality of the data which they use in their daily activities.

The viewpoint

The viewpoint models data as it flows from its source to its end-users. Along the way, data is

manipulated by either computer actors (applications) or by human actors in business processes.

These actors can either introduce errors in the data with a certain probability, or correct erroneous

data so that it becomes correct.

When employing the viewpoint, the analyst in charge of the analysis creates a qualitative model

of the pertinent DataSets and RepresentationSets, sets of structured and unstructured data
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Figure 3.2: The data accuracy viewpoint.

respectively, as well as the InternalBehaviorComponents and Services that read or write data

before reaching its final consumption point.

Next, the architects elicits quantitative estimates on how likely a Data Object or

Representation from the original DataSet or RepresentationSet is to be erroneous and how

likely the InternalBehaviorComponents and Services are to correct or deteriorate the Data-
Objects or Representations as they flows from the source to their end-users. See Fig. 3.2.

3.3 The Service Availability Viewpoint

Concerns and stakeholders

The Service Availability viewpoint addresses the concern of determining the availability of services

in the present and future enterprise architecture. Some likely stakeholders for this viewpoint are

service managers and end-users.

The viewpoint

The service availability viewpoint (cf. Fig. 3.3) employs Fault Tree Analysis to analyze service

availability. This means that components are connected through logical gates. This viewpoint is

restricted to simple AND-gates and OR-gates. An AND-gate will continue to function if all the

components connected to it are functioning. An OR-gate will continue to function if at least one con-

nected component is up and running. Views based on this viewpoint feature combinations of logical

gates, here denoted Gate_Use and Gate_Realize depending on if a service is realized by a func-

tion or the other way around, and original ArchiMate constructs. The latter are ActiveStructure-
Elements, InternalBehaviorElements or Services. The attribute Gate_Use/Realize.Type
can be set to AND or OR depending on which kind of gate one wants to model modeled.

The analysis begins by determining which service or services to investigate. The next step

is to qualitative model all components that are somehow needed for the service to function and

connect these with logical gates. Finally, quantitative estimates regarding average availabilities of

the components are elicited and the analysis is performed.
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Figure 3.3: The service availability viewpoint.

3.4 The Service Response Time Viewpoint

Concerns and stakeholders

The viewpoint is used to analyze service response time. In the process of the analysis, other perfor-

mance related properties such as throughput and workload become highlighted as well.

Service managers who are interested in maintaining agreed service levels are obvious stakehold-

ers, but also the end-user organization wishing to ascertain that changes to the present architecture

will result in acceptable service levels.

The viewpoint

The viewpoint employs queuing models connected in queuing networks for the analysis of ser-

vice response time. The analysis is performed in two steps; first the workload of the service

is propagated bottom-up to all of the components and next, the response times are determined

in a bottom-up manner. As in the availability analysis, there is a need to model Internal-
BehaviorElements, Services and ActiveStructureElements, cf. Fig. 3.4. Notice in

Fig. 3.4 that the viewpoint incorporates placeholder classes called Realize and Use. Use is

a mean to propagate workloads downwards through the architecture and Realize to make exe-

cution time flow upwards in the architecture. These two classes work together with the classes

Gate_Realize and Gate_Use which are important in the performance viewpoint since they show

the Gate_Use/Realize.ExecutionPattern attribute. This attribute determines if a function

calls upon a class in a sequential or parallel manner, which of course has implications for the

response-time calculations.

The analysis begins by deciding on which service to analyse. Next, the qualitative modeling

of all components is performed using the viewpoint constructs. Then, there is a need to elicit

workloads for the top-most service and service times for all of the InternalBehaviorElements
of the architecture. For the queueing models to work, there is also a need to determine which
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Figure 3.4: The service response time viewpoint.

service time and arrival distributions to use. A standard assumption is the M/M/1 model which

assumes Poisson distributed arrivals, and exponential service times, but other models may have to

be employed. Once, all assumptions are entered into the models, the analysis can be performed.

3.5 The Application Usage Viewpoint

Concerns and stakeholders

The application usage viewpoint concerns application usage; why do users voluntarily embrace

certain applications and object to using others? Voluntary application usage is a very important

indicator of the quality of the application portfolio [22].

The stakeholders are those interested taking a top-down perspective on the application portfolio.

These may include enterprise architects or application architects and the organization’s CIO.

The viewpoint

The viewpoint employs the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and Task Technology Fit (TTF)

variables which are integrated into the metamodel. These are TTF, Perceived Usefulness (PU) and

Perceived Ease of Use (PEoU) as well as the degree to which the users reports using the applications.

The viewpoint can be found in 3.5 and the main classes to use are ApplicationFunctions,

ApplicationServices, BusinessProcesses, Roles and ApplicationComponents. There





Chapter 4

Related Works

Related works span several fields including EA, EA analysis, Software Architecture, Software Ar-

chitecture Analysis methods as well as evaluation frameworks from outside the architecture com-

munity.

The ArchiMate EA framework [99] comes with attachments which allow for EA analysis,

specifically of performance and IT cost [142, 144] and the former is partly integrated in the frame-

work presented here. However, there is a lack of formal integration between the modeling language

and the analysis mechanisms which makes tool implementation difficult.

There is a stream of research on EA analysis of individual non-functional properties [115] such

as security [128], modifiability [45] or interoperability [158]. The metamodels presented in these

examples are, however, limited to analysis of single properties. An early attempt at EA analysis of

multiple properties was presented in the work by Gammelgård et al. [159], but with a no link to

architecture models.

The work by [160] proposed describing the EA of an entire enterprise and perform simulations

on it to identify opportunities to increase enterprise profitability. Although worthy of praise for

its ambition, the notion of simulating the entire enterprise has very little connection to IT decision

making. De Boear et al. [161] present an XML-based formalism for EA analysis, but offer very

few details on how specifically to undertake the analysis. Enterprise architecture patterns is a topic

gaining traction in the community, but these either support qualitative analysis [162] or focuses only

on business processes [163].

The ABACUS tool [110] offers several analysis possibilities including performance, total cost

of ownership and reliability analyses. Although there is some overlap with the present work in terms

of addressing concerns, (performance and availability) the ABACUS does not offer any support for

application usage or data accuracy analysis.

Yu et al. [164] suggest using i* which is a language for goal-modeling to support EA analysis.

Their goal was not, however, to supply a re-usable framework for EA analysis for particular non-

functional properties. Razavi et al. [165] suggest using AHP – Analytical Hierarchy Process –

together with EA scenarios to support decision-making. While containing frameworks for analysis

of various non-functional properties, there no firm link between the frameworks and a modeling

language, which makes the method poorly suited for architecture analysis. Addicks and Steffens

[166] propose a method for application landscape assessment using fuzzy logic. This method can

be used to assess landscape properties in an architectural context but offers, as yet, no support for

re-usable model fragments for specific assessments of for instance performance or data accuracy.

Architecture principles are often used as a part of EA initiatives [137]. Principles describe

succinct, high-level statements concerning the future direction of an organization’s architecture.

Principles are important guidelines for architecture governance, but alas, offer little guidance for

23
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architects wishing to analyse their EA.

Within the Software Architecture community, architecture analysis has been mainstream since

at least the early 2000’s. ATAM [25] is one of the most widely used and supports analysis of a

row of properties including response time, availability, modifiability etc. Some other well-known

software architecture analysis methods are the SAAM (Software Architecture Analysis Method)

[25], the ABAS (Attribute-Based Architecture Styles) [167], the ARCADE-RARE [168] and the

work by [169]. These methods are able to analyze one or several properties such as performance,

availability or modifiability in the context of early software architecture design decisions. They are,

however, rather demanding in terms of data collection and often require the user to test the system’s

constituent components rather exhaustively. To perform this kind of thorough analysis becomes too

expensive in an enterprise architecture context, where there is usually a large number of components

to cover.

There are many frameworks for assessment of application portfolio health [22, 170–172]. None

of these, however, are able to explain why some applications are voluntarily used and why others

are not and are quite weak on discussing on how to measure other system qualities as well.

The software architecture community offers specific reliability and availability analysis frame-

works as well such as [173–182], but these too are rather cumbersome to use in an EA setting.

There are some dedicated EA availability analysis methods, but these are purely qualitative [183],

fail to take component redundancy into account [184, 185], or restrain themselves to the military

domain [186, 187].

Regarding response time analysis, there are three kinds of methods: [188] measurements – us-

ing experimental methods to directly measure response time [189], simulation-based methods –

creating executable response time simulation models [110,168,190], and analytical modeling – us-

ing queueing theory [141, 191–194] to measure response time [195, 196]. There are methods for

response time analysis of business processes (e.g. [197]), software applications (e.g. [195]), the in-

frastructure domain (e.g. [198]), or embedded systems (e.g. [199]) however, there are few attempts

at integrating these perspectives into one coherent method [143]. Both the IT governance frame-

work COBIT [18] and service management framework ITIL [17] propose capacity management

processes service response time management but do not go into detail on how to perform response

time analysis.

As for data accuracy, The Quality Entity Relationship (QER) model and the Polygen model

represent some of the earliest attempts at classifying data quality [200] using relational algebra but

without integrating the analysis with modeling. So called Information Product Maps models [201],

extended to an UML profile [202], are able to graphically depict information flow but without

quantitative data quality analysis. These methods do not, however, integrate analysis capabilities

with their modeling capabilities.



Chapter 5

Discussion and conclusion

This section will discuss the contributions and limitations of the EA framework and the research

design of this thesis

5.1 Contributions

The present framework offers practitioners integrated analysis and modeling capabilities related to

the properties data accuracy, service availability, service response time and application usage.

The properties themselves are relevant to IT decision makers which could be demonstrated by

comparing the attributes to Delone and McLean’s model for information system success [7,21]. As

mentioned in the introduction, the model posits that system quality, service quality and informa-

tion quality affect user satisfaction, user intention to use as well as system usage, and the higher

these factors are, the higher the net benefits will be [7]. The application usage viewpoint could be

mapped to both the user satisfaction and the system usage criteria, since it employs ratings of user

satisfactions as well as user ratings of application functionality, a system quality, to predict appli-

cation usage. The service availability and the service response time viewpoints are squarely within

the service quality dimension and data accuracy is relevant to the information quality dimension.

Not only has it been demonstrated that the analysis of these properties are feasible from an

accuracy perspective, all of the properties can be analyzed using data collection procedures (mainly

interviews and surveys), which could be easily adopted by virtually any organization. Furthermore,

it does not appear as if though the analysis should prove prohibitively expensive to perform.

To researchers, the present framework offers a foundation on which to integrate additional view-

points to extend the analysis capabilities, for instance by adding security or interoperability analyses.

The framework should also be a useful foundation for doing empirical analyses of trade-offs

between various system properties, e.g. to find out how data accuracy affects application usage.

To researchers within enterprise modeling, the present framework offers some input into which

constructs are of use when modeling to support architecture analysis. The extensions that have

been made to ArchiMate indicate areas of improvement: by including Gates for the fault tree

based availability analysis, by adding classes on the Realized and the Used relations to be able

to express weights for the response time case, by adding the ProcessServiceAssociation class

between the business process and the application services to be able to state the degree to which the

functionality and task requirements match, to add the class RoleComponentAssociation between

the Role class and the ApplicationComponent class thus being able to capture user opinions of

the application components. Furthermore, the addition of attributes could serve as input to the

ArchiMate work.
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5.2 Limitations and future works

An obvious limitation with the current framework is that it comprises four properties only. In the

non-functional property sphere alone there are several other concerns which could be analyzed using

architecture models e.g. security [128], interoperability [131] or modifiability [45]. A fruitful next

step would be to add other viewpoints to the present framework by for instance integrating the

architecture metamodels mentioned above with the present framework.

As noticed in the the testable propositions section above, the framework has not been employed

to aid decision-making in actual decision situations. The proposition that EA aids decision-making

is commonly encountered [32, 115, 203], but with the exception of [159], there is little research

done on actually employing the EA frameworks to aid decisions. A case study involving the cur-

rent framework, a decision concerning the Enterprise Architecture and some evaluation framework

concerning decision quality would be very interesting.

The testing of the framework has been performed in very few cases: both service response time

and data accuracy in a single study, and application usage for one application domain only, albeit

with 55 useful respondents. More studies are thus needed to test the individual properties.

5.3 Conclusion

This thesis comprises five papers which describe how EA can be utilized to analyze data accuracy,

service availability, service response time and application usage. In the first four papers, metamodels

and methods for the analysis of the four individual properties were described, including empirical

testing of their performance viz. accuracy and expense of use. It was demonstrated that the results

were accurate and that the framework can be used at a reasonable cost. The fifth paper presents an

integration of the four individual analysis frameworks as well as the framework implemented in a

software tool.
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